Code

tiki-credits API

See Tiki User Credits, which were add to Tiki6.

A way for Tiki users to have different credits, could be points, virtual currency, hours, minutes, uses, etc, and API to add and use credits for each user.

Credits have expiry dates and validity periods.

Users can have different credit types and you can have different credit types for different sites.

Big Blue Button integration

See Big Blue Button

Ustream Watershed integration

See http://doc.tiki.org/tiki6#Ustream_Watershed

Google Map Enhancements

Ongoing.

See PluginGoogleMap and http://doc.tiki.org/tiki6#Google_maps_using_AJAX
Status.net integration

Not really much to do here.

Since Status.net support Twitter API (most of the basic things are the same anyway), all that is needed is to make sure whatever Twitter integration we have works with Status.net. Anybody wants to try with identi.ca or something?

New Tracker based Shopping Cart

http://dev.tiki.org/Shopping+Cart+Tiki7

Zencart integration

Zencart Product wiki-plugin will allow one-click buying of Zencart products from within Tiki, by specifying the Zencart product Id. The user will be shown the shipping/billing address page, to be confirmed, choose a payment method in an Iframed Zencart page, and then checkout.

Includes login integration so users only need a Tiki account to shop, no need for Zencart account. Tiki is the master service, when the user goes to Zencart, the the corresponding Zencart account for the user is created if not already created.

Integration of address/shipping address is included, so when address is changed in Tiki/Zen it is synced.

When purchase is complete, Zencart will call a Tiki call back function to either 1) add user to a certain group, or 2) add credits (the Tiki Credits feature above)

- expected date: not confirmed yet

RSS Aggregator, Articles Display Randomizer

This is done: please see Article Generator

Also see Newsletter Article Clipping

Thumbs up/thumbs down rating (for articles).

This is a enhancement to the existing article rating system to allow the user to thumbs up/thumbs down the article, to affect the rating.

See Advanced Rating

- expected date: basically done, maybe some UI may be committed soon
Google Wave integration

This project has been cancelled.

Use Tiki as Facebook App

See http://developers.facebook.com/docs/guides/web

A way to use a Tiki in skinless mode to be the "Facebook app" inside Facebook.

- expected date: not confirmed yet.

Profiles

Some improvements being planned...

Timeframe: all of 2011